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Highly Affordable One-Stop ACE Solution for Lodging Operators

MightyFast Integrated System is a highly affordable one-stop solution that integrates ACE – Articial intelligence, 
Cybersecurity, and Embedded internet of things – to value-add to guest experience, ensure guest safety, and slash 
operating costs for lodging providers. It enables lodging providers to deliver a seamless guest experience, from the moment 
a guest starts exploring lodging options, to check-in, guest stay and check-out. MightyFast Integrated System also helps 
lodging providers manage day-to-day operations and automate tedious back-end processes.

MIGHTYFAST INTEGRATED SYSTEM
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Articial Intelligence
Enable guest self check-in and self check-out and gain insights from predictive intelligence with 
state-of-the-art articial intelligence.

Cybersecurity
Protect guest privacy and ensure data condentiality with in-built advanced cybersecurity capabilities.

Embedded Internet of Things
Enjoy fast, reliable and long-lasting performance at affordable cost with embedded internet of things 
technology.

MightyFast Hotel Website Builder
MightyFast Hotel Website Builder is a professional website 
builderbuilder service for hotels to establish a strong web presence. It 
allows hotels to adopt a distinctive premium look to make their 
attractions, facilities and offerings stand out. The completed 
website is user-friendly and straightforward to maintain, even for 
users with no prior experience. It also allows guests to view room 
listings and provides integrated support for booking.
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MightyFast Business Management System (BMS)
MightyFast BMS is an intelligent software application for 
managing day-to-day hotel operations. MightyFast BMS’s 
seamless integration with other MightyFast solutions allows it to 
not only perform traditional property management system 
functions like automating the processing of guest bookings, 
detaildetails, and payment, but also enhance hotel management 
through a comprehensive dashboard and room availability 
overview. 

MightyFast E-Lock
MMightyFast E-Lock is a keypad access control system that allows 
guests and staff to avoid the hassle of physical keys or cards. 
MightyFast E-lock can be easily installed on most doors without 
having to remove existing lock mechanisms. Additionally, room 
PINs selected upon guest self check-in using MightyFast Kiosk 
are automatically synchronized with MightyFast E-lock through 
 Wi-Fi. 

MightyFast Kiosk
MightyFast Kiosk is a compact AI-powered digital concierge that 
enhances guest experiences through faster, safer and secure self 
check-in and self check-out. Facial recognition and 100% 
aaccuracy optical character recognition technology allows the 
kiosk to automatically verify guest identities. MightyFast Kiosk’s 
in-built temperature screening function and Touch0 design 
further safeguard guests, while data encryption capabilities and 
data diodes help prevent data leakage and protect guest privacy. 


